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➜➜ Revision
These are the important things that you should remember from 
your work in Year 4 on electricity:

● electrical devices will only work if they are properly connected 
into a complete circuit

● all circuits need a power supply, usually one or more cells

● an electrical conductor is a material that will allow electricity to 
fl ow through it

● metals and carbon (graphite) are good electrical conductors

● an electrical insulator is a material that will not allow electricity 
to fl ow through it (for example, plastic, wood, fabric)

● in an electric circuit, all the components must be electrical 
conductors for the circuit to work

● a switch is a component that can be used to open and close a gap 
in the circuit to make the other components turn on or off

● electricity can be dangerous so it is important to handle 
electrical devices sensibly.

➜➜ Making electricity
When you worked with electrical circuits, you may have spent 
some time learning about static electricity. Static electricity can 
be caused when materials rub together. This creates something 
called electric charge. Charges can jump from one place to another 
making sparks. You may feel this electric charge as a little shock. 
For example when you take off a jumper or touch a handrail. 
Lightning is caused by huge charges building up in the clouds and 
then jumping to Earth with a fl ash and a bang.

 8 Changing electrical 
circuits
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To make electricity useful, we need to make lots of it and make it 
move in a controlled way so it can carry its energy around to make 
things work.

➜■ Lightning is caused by huge charges in the clouds

Go further

In 1792, an Italian scientist, Alessandro Volta, invented the fi rst 
battery. It was a big pile of metal plates with wet sheets of card 
in between. He discovered that he could make the tiny charged 
particles from his battery fl ow along wires instead of making sparks.

Another important discovery was the electric light bulb. Two people, 
a British scientist called Joseph Swan and an American called 
Thomas Edison, both invented light bulbs at about the same time. 
No one really knows who had the idea fi rst and the two men set 
up a company together to make their light bulbs. Some of these 
light bulbs were attached to Volta’s batteries. A few years earlier 
another British scientist, Michael Faraday, had discovered how to 
make electricity using a magnet and a moving electrical conductor, 
which was a copper disc. The fl ow of electricity around a circuit 
made by this apparatus was quite small. However, when the copper 
disc was replaced by a coil of wire, bigger fl ows of electricity could 
be produced and the fi rst useful electrical generator was made. 
This made it possible to make lots of electricity. Edison improved 
Faraday’s design and, in 1882, a street in New York became the fi rst 
street to be lit with electricity.

➜■ The fi rst battery was 
a pile of metal discs with 
wet card between them
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Exercise 8.1a

 1 What must happen to make electricity useful?

 2  What was the name of the Italian scientist who made the 
fi rst battery?

 3 Describe the battery made by the scientist you have named.

 4 Who invented the electric light bulb?

 5  Who discovered how to make electricity using a magnet and 
a moving electrical conductor?

 6 Where was the fi rst street to be lit by electric lights?

 7  What is the name given to the non-renewable fuels that are 
used in most power stations?

 8 Why are these fuels harmful to the planet?

 9  List three things that you have used today that need 
electricity to make them work.

10  Suggest two things you could do to reduce the amount of 
electricity you use.

Electricity is now made in huge power 
stations, but it is still made in a similar way. 
In most power stations, steam is used to 
make the generator work. Steam is usually 
made by burning coal or gas. These are 
called fossil fuels, and they release carbon 
dioxide and other harmful gases into the 
air as they burn and are non-renewable. 
Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas and 
scientists believe that rising levels of this 
gas in the atmosphere are causing global 
warming (see Chapter 5). If we can reduce 
the amount of electricity we use we can 
help to reduce our contribution to global 
warming as well as saving money.

➜■ Electricity is made in power stations, usually by 
burning fossil fuels
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➜➜ Changing circuits
When you studied circuits in Year 4 you will have made a simple 
circuit with one lamp and one cell. If you have some apparatus in 
front of you, you could make this circuit again now.

This is an example of what we call a series circuit. Series circuits 
have only one possible path for the electricity to fl ow around. 
Can you explain why it is important for all the components to be 
connected up into a complete circuit?

When you made your circuit you may have found that the lamp did 
not light very brightly. Can you suggest how it could be made to 
glow more brightly?

Bright or dim?
When we make one lamp glow using one cell, we call the 
brightness of the lamp ‘normal brightness’. In this exercise, we will 
describe the brightness of the lamps as being of normal brightness, 
a little brighter than normal brightness, much brighter than 
normal brightness or dimmer than normal 
brightness, and so on.

Make up your circuit with one lamp and 
one cell again. Look carefully at how 
brightly the lamp is glowing. This is 
‘normal brightness’.

Now add another cell into the circuit.

Exercise 8.1b: extension

In the late eighteenth century, an Italian scientist called Luigi 
Galvani carried out a series of experiments involving frogs and 
lightning.

1 Do some research and see if you can fi nd out what these 
experiments were and what he learnt from them.

2 It would not be a good idea for us to try these experiments 
ourselves. Explain why not.

3 Find out which famous book was inspired by Galvani’s 
experiment and the name of its author.

Working Scientifi cally
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What happens to the brightness of the lamp? What will happen if 
you add a third cell?

Write a sentence saying how the number of cells affects the 
brightness of the lamp.

Now make a circuit with two cells and one lamp again. How 
brightly is the lamp glowing? What happens if you add another 
lamp? Is the brightness of the lamps normal brightness, brighter 
than normal brightness or dimmer than normal brightness? What 
happens if you put a third lamp in the circuit?

Now write a sentence saying how the number of lamps in a circuit 
affects the brightness of the lamps.

How brightly would you expect the lamps to glow in a circuit 
with three cells and three lamps? Explain your prediction to your 
partner. If you have enough apparatus you could check to see if 
you were right.

What do you think would happen to the lamp if you added a motor 
to the circuit with two cells and one lamp? If you have a motor, you 
could try it. Were you right? Can you explain your observations?

How could you make the motor turn more quickly?

In a circuit, the energy is produced by the cells. The more cells there 
are in the circuit, the more energy there is available to make the 
other components work. This means that adding extra cells will 
make lamps glow more brightly, buzzers sound louder and motors 
turn more quickly. Another way we can change the brightness of 
the lamps or the loudness of a buzzer in the circuit is by changing 
the strength of the cells we use. We measure this strength in units 
called volts (V). If you take a look at the cells you have been using 
for your experiments you can probably see the strength marked 
on them. Most of the cells that we use today are 1.5V (but it is 
possible to buy ones with higher voltages, maybe 9V). A car battery 
has a strength of 12V.

The available energy in a series circuit has to be shared between the 
components in the circuit. It makes sense therefore that the more 
components there are, the less energy each one has. This means 
that adding an extra lamp to a circuit will make all the lamps glow 
less brightly as each one has less energy.
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Challenge
A doorbell is an electrical device that contains a buzzer or bell, a 
power supply and a way to make the buzzer or bell turn on and off.

Using your knowledge from this chapter and the work you did in 
Year 4, construct a circuit that would be suitable for a doorbell. 
Remember that the bell needs to be heard all around the house, 
so make sure that it is sounding quite loudly. Ask your teacher to 
check your circuit to see if you have got it right.

How might you adapt this circuit to create a burglar alarm?

➜➜ Drawing circuit diagrams
Drawing pictures of circuits is quite difficult. We need to be able to 
draw a circuit quickly and clearly, and in a way that everyone can 
understand. Scientists use special circuit symbols to represent the 
parts of a circuit and draw circuit diagrams using these symbols.

Here are the symbols for the components you have been using in 
this chapter.

Working Scientifically

cell terminals buzzer lamp/bulb

motor switch (open) switch (closed)

We draw circuit diagrams using a sharp pencil and a ruler. 
When we make circuits using bendy wires, they make bendy 
circuits. However, the bends do not make any difference to 
the way the circuit works. When we draw a circuit diagram we 
draw the wires using straight lines so that it looks neater.

Here is the circuit diagram for the first circuit we made, using 
one cell and one lamp in series.

When we put a switch in the circuit, the diagram looks like this.
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Activity – drawing and reading 
circuit diagrams

Using the symbols in the ‘Drawing circuit diagrams’ section, 
draw circuit diagrams for the circuits shown here. The fi rst 
one has been done for you.

1

3 4 5

2

buzzer
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Here are some circuit diagrams. Use your apparatus to make 
the circuit shown in each diagram.

      
➜■ Circuit A           ■➜ Circuit B

      
➜■ Circuit C          ■➜ Circuit D

     
➜■ Circuit E           ■➜ Circuit F

What is the difference between circuits A and B? What 
difference does this make to the way the circuits work? Try to 
explain why.

What happens to the motor in circuit C when you change the 
cells around as in circuit D?

What is the difference between circuit E and circuit F? Does it 
make any difference to the how the buzzer works?
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Now you know a bit more about how circuits work, you could make 
something with a circuit in it. Here are some ideas:

  
■➜ Game            ■➜ Torch        ■➜  How do you think the 

fl owerbug can show 
which is its favourite 
fl ower?

Exercise 8.2a

1 What are the circuit symbols for the following components?

(a) cell

(b) lamp

(c) motor

(d) switch

(e) buzzer

2 (a)  Draw a neat circuit diagram to show a series circuit with 
one cell and two lamps.

(b) How brightly will these lamps be glowing? Explain your 
answer.

3 Some pupils have made a helicopter model. They want a circuit 
containing two cells and a motor to make the blades spin. 
They need to be able to turn the motor on and off. Draw a neat 
circuit diagram to show a circuit they could make.
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➜➜ Short circuits
One of the most dangerous faults in an electric system is a short 
circuit. This name can be a bit misleading because a short circuit 
can actually be a longer one!  A short circuit is a route that the 
electricity can take around a circuit, missing out some or all of the 
components. Because there is no work for it to do as it runs through 
this part of the circuit, the current fl ows very fast and can cause the 
circuit to get very hot.  In a mains circuit, this can cause a fi re.

Exercise 8.2b: extension

Imagine that you are one of the millions of tiny particles that 
carry the electrical energy around a circuit. Think about what it 
might be like to move around the circuit, delivering the energy to 
the components. What might it be like in the cell?

Write a diary entry or draw a comic strip story to describe a day 
in your life as an electrical particle.

Activity – understanding short circuits

The best way to understand how a short circuit works is to 
try it.  Of course we should never do this with a mains circuit 
but it can be done safely with your classroom apparatus. The 
current from a cell is not great enough to do you any harm 
but the wires may get a bit hot.  However, because the current 
fl ows so quickly in a short circuit, the cell will run down very 
fast so there are two good reasons not to keep a short circuit 
connected for more than a few seconds and work carefully.

You will need:

●➜two cells

●➜two lamps

●➜a long piece of insulated wire with the ends bared.

Make up a series circuit with one cell and one lamp. Your lamp 
should be glowing with normal brightness.
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Take your piece of insulated wire and touch one end on the 
contact at each side of the lamp. Only hold it there for long 
enough to see what happens. Discuss with your partner or 
group what you saw and try to explain what happened.

➜■ A short circuit can be dangerous

Now make a series circuit with two cells and two lamps.

Touch the ends of your insulated wire in the following places 
and see if you can explain what happens to your partner or 
group. Remember not to keep the wire connected for longer 
than a few seconds.

Draw in your book a neat circuit diagram for each circuit and then 
write a short description of what happens in each circuit and why.

A B

C
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➜➜ Life without electricity
We are used to being able to switch electrical things on and off 
whenever we like; these might be lights, televisions, cookers and 
computers. For many people in the world this is not possible. In 
some places there is electricity for only a few hours each day and 
millions of people around the world have no electricity in their 
homes at all. Can you imagine what it would be like to live in one of 
those places? Emily is a student who visited a village in Africa. This 
is how she described some of the things she noticed.

‘When I arrived in Africa, I was in a big city which was not so very 
different from cities in Europe. I did not stay there long and I soon set 
out on the long journey over bumpy roads to the village where I was 
going to work. We passed many small villages and I could see that life 
there was very different from the one I was used to.

At the school where I worked, we stayed in tents. There was no 
electricity. We had gas cookers to cook our meals and heat water for 
us. Luckily the weather was quite warm so we didn’t need any heating. 
The children at the school came from the nearby villages and they 
also lived without electricity, in small houses or huts. Their parents 
cooked on wood fires. They had no lights in the houses, although 
some had candles or paraffin lamps.

The children had no television to watch, no computer games to play 
and very few toys, but they were very happy. They played lots of 
games together and made good use of natural things around them to 
play with. Their mothers washed their clothes in the river and every 
child came to school looking clean and tidy.

Their parents grew vegetables to keep the family fed. Everything 
was fresh because there were no fridges or freezers to store food. 
In the school we had no computers and very few of the things that 
children in Britain have in their schools, such as books, art materials 
and sports equipment. All the children were keen to learn and 
worked hard.

It was a very different life in the African village. I missed some things 
from home but I soon saw that people can live very happily without 
electricity – just as my great-great-grandparents did in England.’
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➜■ These children have fun without electronic toys

Many villages in remote places, like the one that Emily visited, 
are now beginning to install small-scale equipment for generating 
electricity. Often these villages are in places where there is a lot 
of sunshine so they can use solar panels. In some places they can 
use small hydroelectric generators, using the energy from fl owing 
water in a nearby river. Energy resources such as these are known 
as renewable or sustainable energy because they do not run out.

These electricity supplies allow the villagers to use modern 
technology, such as mobile phones and computers, which help them 
to connect to the rest of the world. This can be really important 
to the villagers. For example, they can get medical help quickly if 
someone falls ill or farmers can get information about weather, the 
price of seed or how to deal with pests and diseases in their crops. 
Children can use laptop computers at school to help them in their 
learning and people who have gone away from home to study at 
university or to fi nd work can keep in touch with their families.

Activity – a world without electricity

Imagine we suddenly found ourselves without electricity, not just a short 
power cut but for several days. Discuss with your group what activities 
in your daily life would be impossible once the power went off. See how 
many things you can think of. Next try to think of ways in which you 
and your family could run your lives, managing without electricity. What 
changes would you need to make?

Now create and practise a short drama to show a family fi nding ways to 
carry on with life without the advantages of electricity.

When you have perfected your drama maybe you will be able to show 
it to the rest of your class or even put them all together to make an 
assembly presentation for the rest of your school.
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l	 Drugs  ...................................................................................  21  

l	 Quick quiz: healthy living ...............................................  22  

/ 10

/ 11

/ 10

/ 10

/ 15

/  9

/  7

/ 25

 2 Healthy living

l	 What I already know .......................................................  24  

l	 Microbes and disease ......................................................  25  

l	 Helpful microbes: yeast investigation ........................  26  

l	 Research topic: the history of science ........................  28  

l	 Quick quiz: microbes .......................................................  29  
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/ 14

/ 10

/ 18

 3 Microbes
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l	 What I already know .......................................................  31  

l	 The history of life on Earth ............................................  32  

l	 Evolution .............................................................................  33  

l	 Making new varieties of plants and animals ............ 34  

l	 Evolution: puzzle ...............................................................  35  

l	 Quick quiz: evolution and inheritance .......................  36  

/  9

/  4

/ 10

/ 16

/ 11

/ 13

 4 Evolution and inheritance

●  What I already know .......................................................  37  

●  Measuring temperature ..................................................  38  

●  Keeping warm: potatoes .................................................  39  

●  Keeping warm: house insulation ..................................  40  

●  Research topic: polar bears ............................................  41  

●  Quick quiz: hot and cold ................................................  42  

/  7

/ 10

/ 14

/ 12

/ 10

/ 12

 5 Hot and cold

●  What I already know .......................................................  44  

●  Indicators: wordsearch ....................................................  45  

●  Testing common substances .........................................  46  

●  Making an indicator .........................................................  47  

●  Quick quiz: indicators ......................................................  48  

/  9

/ 10

/ 11

/ 10

/ 14

 6 Indicators

●  What I already know .......................................................  50  

●  Light and shadows ............................................................  51  

●  Reflection ............................................................................  53  

●  Sight ......................................................................................  54  

●  Light and sight: crossword ...............................................55  

●  Quick quiz: light and sight .............................................  56  

/ 10

/ 17

/ 12

/  6

/ 11

/ 16

 7 Light and sight
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●  Changing circuits: graphic organiser ...........................  59  

●  Changing circuits: odd one out .....................................  60  

●  Drawing circuit diagrams ...............................................  61  

●  Short circuits ......................................................................  62  

●  Changing electrical circuits: puzzle .............................  63  

●  Quick quiz: changing electrical circuits .....................  64  
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 8 Changing electrical circuits
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8 Changing electrical circuits

What I already know

Use words from the box to complete the following sentences about electrical circuits.

carbon (graphite) energy less

cells fuse metals

complete insulators plastic

conductors kettle series

dangerous lamp switch

Electrical components will only work if they are connected into a  
circuit. The circuit must contain one or more cells to provide the electrical 

. A circuit that has a single pathway for the electricity to flow 

around is described as a  circuit.

To make a lamp glow more brightly we can add more . If we add 

more lamps they will glow  brightly. A  

is a device that makes a break in a circuit to stop the flow of electricity.

Materials that allow electricity to pass through them are called electrical 

. Nearly all  are good conductors. 

Non-metals are mostly . One non-metal that is a good electrical 

conductor is .

Mains electricity can be  if not used carefully. The cables on 

household items that use electricity to work, such as a , an 

iron or a , will have a layer of an insulating material such as 

 or rubber around them. For safety, these items will also have a 

 in the plug to cut off the electricity if a fault occurs.

 (15)
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Changing circuits: graphic organiser
Using scientific knowledge and understanding to predict the effect of changes to a circuitSkill

Look carefully at the picture of an electrical circuit. Think about how it works and the function of 
each component.

Complete the boxes beneath the picture to name the two remaining parts of the circuit and 
explain what will happen if each part is not in the circuit.

parts of the circuit

cell

(2)

(8)

wires

What will happen if the part is not in the circuit?

Skill check

I have used my knowledge of electrical components 
to describe how removing them will affect the circuit.
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 Changing circuits: odd one out
Observing and interpreting circuitsSkill

In each of the following groups of circuits, one works differently from the others. Look very 
carefully at each circuit. Identify the odd one out in each group and explain how it is different.

	■ A

 

  (2)

	■ D

 

   (2)

+
–

+
–

	■ G

 

   (2)

Skill check

I have identified and explained the differences between circuits.

buzzer
+

–

+
–

	■ B 	■ C

1 

	■ F	■ E

+
–

2 

3

	■ H 	■ I
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Drawing circuit diagrams
Drawing neat circuit diagrams

Designing circuits to do a particular job

Skill

Electricians have to be able to design circuits to do particular jobs.

Read each of the following scenarios and draw a neat circuit diagram to show a circuit that would 
fulfil the need of each person.

1 Fiona has made a model windmill. She needs a circuit that will make the blades of the 
windmill turn slowly when she closes a switch.

 (5)

2 Jamie wants to have two lamps on the front of his toy car that will light brightly when the 
toy driver is placed in the seat.

 (5)

3 Mr Peters, who is deaf, needs a circuit that will allow him to know when someone presses the 
doorbell.

 (5)

Skills check

I have drawn neat circuit diagrams using a sharp pencil and a ruler to 
draw straight lines.

I have designed circuits that would achieve the required result for 
each scenario.
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Short circuits
Spotting faults in circuitsSkill

Some children are making circuits.

Their teacher stops them because she says their circuits are not safe.

Look carefully at the diagrams of their circuits and explain why they should not be made.

 

 

 

  (3)

 

 

 

  (3)

3 Another group of children make this circuit.
  They are puzzled because their lamps are not lit. Suggest 

what features of the circuit they should check to find out 
what has gone wrong.

 (4)

I have identified faults in the circuits.

I have explained why some faults can be dangerous.

Skill check

2

1
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Changing electrical circuits: puzzle
Knowing and understanding key vocabulary for this topicSkill

Fill the answers to the clues into the boxes in the grid below.

1

2

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

3

4

Clues
 1 A shape drawn to represent a component in a circuit diagram

 2 A device that changes electrical energy into light

 3 A word used to describe a circuit where all the parts are linked into a single pathway

 4 This is provided by the cell in a circuit

 5 Part of a circuit, such as a cell, lamp or switch

 6 A loop containing at least one cell, wires and components around which electricity can flow

 7 A electrical device that can be used to make things rotate

 8 A device that makes a sound when electricity passes through it

 9 A material that allows electricity to pass through it

10 The proper name for what is often called a battery

11 A material used to prevent the flow of electricity

 (11)

The letters in the grey boxes in the centre can be rearranged to spell another word.

What is that word?

  (1)

Skill check

I know and understand the key vocabulary relating 
to electrical circuits.
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Quick quiz: changing electrical circuits
Write short answers to the following questions. You do not need to write full sentences.

1 (a) How do we describe the brightness of a single lamp powered by one cell?

 (1)
(b) What effect would you see if a second cell was added to this circuit?

 (1)

2 I make a circuit with one cell and a lamp. I then add a second lamp. What effect will this have 
on the brightness?

  (1)

3 Draw the circuit symbols for:

lamp buzzer cell motor switch

 (5)

4 What is the meaning of the term ‘series circuit’?

  (1)

5 (a)  What name is given to a circuit where the electricity can flow around without doing any 
work because it does not flow through a component such as a lamp?

 (1)

(b) Why is this type of circuit dangerous?

 (1)

 (Total 11)

Check list: changing electrical circuits

I know J K L
how changing the number of cells in a circuit can make lamps brighter or dimmer

how changing the number of lamps or other components in a circuit can make lamps 
brighter or dimmer

that a single lamp lit by a single cell glows with normal brightness

the electrical symbols for cell, lamp, buzzer, motor and switch

the meaning of the term ‘series circuit’

that a short circuit is one where electricity can flow without passing through a component 
such as a lamp or buzzer

that a short circuit can cause heating and may be dangerous

I can J K L
draw neat clear circuit diagrams using the correct symbols

construct a circuit following a circuit diagram

identify errors or faults in a circuit and suggest how to put them right
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